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Introduction

This small collection documents the business activity of an early Toledo motion-picture theater owner and entrepreneur. In addition to its primary research value as a source for early theater history, it is useful for research in popular entertainments of the early part of this century.

Biographical Timeline

1885 or 1886. Born in Riga, Latvia.
1894. Emigrated to United States; settled in Cleveland.
1909. Came to Toledo; operated Family and Gem Theatres.
1911. Sold theater interests and returned to Cleveland, where he worked as a distributor and salesman of automobile parts.
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Scope and Content Note

Although this collection is small in size, its limited time range and well-focused subject may make it useful to scholars. Krastin typified the immigrant Jewish motion-picture theater owner of the period. He developed a plan to build and furnish theaters for others and to go into partnership with others in new theaters. Promoting this scheme in newspaper advertisements, his responses provide an insight into the types of people interested in the venture.

The collection includes a selection of promotional material pertaining to the Gem and Family Theatres---flyers, tags, tickets, programs and dance cards. Such ephemera document the operation of the theaters and indicate the volatile nature of the early cinema business. The scrapbook in the collection contains mostly newspaper clippings, including Krastin's promotional advertisements as well as clippings from a later period concerning the automobile parts business.
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